Quick start guide

Before you start

check your knife

It is of utmost importance that the vinyl is cut so
deep that it separates 100% from the surrounding material. Insufficient force on the knife or an
old/dull knife will likely result in letters or other
graphics getting removed by the Vinyl Remover.
N.B.: Remember to use a knife for detailed cuts
if you are working with small letters/graphics.

peeling letters

For the best result when peeling mostly letters,
peel from right to left as shown on the image.

peeling numbers

When peeling mostly numbers peel from left to
right for the best result.

Scan the code for video
demonstrations on YouTube
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step 1

Place the job you wish to peel at the back of
your machine as shown on the image to the left.
Make sure it goes under the tube.
The job must always be placed with the liner
against the table. Push the first 5-10 cm of the
job through the machine and onto the table.

step 2
a)

b)

Separate the vinyl from the liner as shown
on the image to the left (a) and fasten the vinyl
to the roll (b).
N.B.: Double sided tape on the core is necessary the first time you use the machine. From
here on you will be able to fasten the vinyl to
the vinyl you’ve previously ‘stripped’. When you
wish to change the core you can either a) Cut of
the vinyl and reuse the core, or b) throw out the
old core with vinyl and mount a whole new core.
(Cardboard is advisable but any kind will do)

step 3

You can now peel the vinyl by turning the handle counterclockwise as shown on the image to
the left. Use one hand to gently guide the liner
away from the machine.
IMPORTANT: For the best results make sure a)
the vinyl is held tight while separating from the
liner. b) the media is laying straight on the table.
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Watch it work
This machine will peel any job (be it sheets or entire rolls) from any of your cutters
or print ‘n cut systems. It works with any type of vinyl, print with or without laminate,
reflective vinyl and textile vinyl. It is the perfect tool to optimize your work flow!
Save time and money
The Vinyl Remover peels your job in full width. There is no need for the use of Weed
boxes or tiling – You can peel a whole roll up to 45 meters in a single work flow without interruptions!
Minimal waste
Are you sick of crumbling up leftover vinyl by hand? Are you Sick of filling your
waste bin in no time? No more! The Vinyl Remover collects all leftover vinyl on the
core for easy disposal. It even takes up much less space!
Hand free
The Vinyl Remover prevents the already peeled vinyl from making contact with the
rest of the job while you peel. You can stop at any given time without losing your
progress.
Using less space
You can now peel up to 45 meters without having to move. You don’t need to move
around any sheets, and you don’t have to buy a huge table.
Flexibility
The Vinyl Remover can handle rolls in all widths up to 1700mm. It can be used from
both sides by flipping the handle to the other side.
Easy to use
The Vinyl Remover can be used by anyone, anywhere and doesn’t require any electrical power.
Easy set-up
The Vinyl Remover has been designed to take up the least possible amount of
space. It can be mounted directly on your worktable. With extra magnets it can even
be mounted to your RollsRoller (or other flatbed table) without the need of screws.
Durable
The Vinyl Remover is made of durable materials and will work for many years to come.

